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Abstract
Diffraction andmicroscopywith ultrashort electron pulses can reveal atomic-scalemotion during
matter transformations. However, the spatiotemporal resolution is significantly limited by the
achievable quality of the electron source. Herewe report on the emission of femtosecond single/few-
electron pulses from a flatmetal surface via two-photon photoemission at 50–100 kHz. As pumpwe
usewavelength-tunable visible 40 fs pulses from a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier pumped
by a picosecond thin-disk laser.We demonstrate the beneficial influence of photon energies close to
the photocathode’s work function for the coherence and duration of the electron pulses. The source’s
stability approaches the shot noise limit after removing second-order correlationwith the driving laser
power. Two-photon photoemission offers genuine advantages inminimizing emission duration and
effective source size directly at the location of photoemission. It produces an unprecedented
combination of coherent, ultrashort and ultrastable single/few-electronwave packets for time-
resolving structural dynamics.

1. Introduction

The direct visualization of atomicmotion in space and time in pump–probe diffraction requires a probing
wavelength shorter than atomic distances; in addition, the pulse duration should be shorter than the fastest
dynamics of interest, i.e. tens to hundreds of femtoseconds. Pump–probe electronmicroscopy and diffraction
[1–4] offer these capabilities, evident in a large range of recent discoveries, for example in the fields of
condensed-matter physics [5–8], chemistry [9–12] or surface science [13, 14]. On the one hand, time-resolved
electron diffractionwith brightest/densest electron packets [15] aims for single-shot imaging of
macromolecular dynamics at hundreds-of-femtosecond resolution [16]; this requires compensation of space
charge broadening withmicrowave-based compression or streaking techniques [17–19]. Thefinally achievable
pulse duration and degree of coherence are limited by the irreversible parts of these Coulomb interactions. On
the other hand, single-electron pulses [20, 21] avoid space charge effects entirely and, when combinedwith
dispersion control [22], potentially offer few-femtosecond resolution and below, according to simulations [23–
26]. Thismay come at the cost of sample restrictions [16], but pump–probe diffractionwith single electronswas
recently achieved on graphite, suggesting this concept’s feasibility at least in the regime of reversible condensed-
matter dynamics [27].

In the absence of space charge, the decisivematter becomes the shape and size of the initial phase space after
electron generation by femtosecond photoemission. All subsequent beammanipulations, for examplewith
magnetic lenses or temporal compression, cannot practically reduce the initial phase space volume. The physics
of photoemission hence determines the best achievable compromises at target, for example between pulse
duration andmonochromaticity [28], between coherence and beam size [29] and between divergence and
temporal distortions [30], among others [31]. A fundamental study and optimization of photoemission in the
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femtosecond regime is therefore essential for advancing ultrafast imagingwith electrons towards novel
resolution regimes.

Here we investigate the use of two-photon photoemission instead of the commonly applied one-photon
process for the ultrafast emission of diffraction-capable single-electron and few-electron pulses, generated at
high repetition rate.We show that electron dispersion, incoherence and temporal distortions are allminimized
simultaneously at photon energies approaching half of the photoemitter’s work function. In addition,
experimental optimization of emittance and emission duration becomes extremely simple in the two-photon
regime, as a consequence of the nonlinear coupling between the optical pulses’ peak intensity and the resulting
current of femtosecond electrons.

2. Femtosecond photoemission

Ultrashort single-electron pulses are usually produced from flatmetal photocathodes via photoelectric emission
driven by femtosecond optical pulses at an ultraviolet wavelength [31].While this scheme is practical and very
stable [27], the energy spread of photoelectrons is typicallymuch larger (hundreds ofmeV) than that of the
driving laser pulses (tens ofmeV) [22, 32]. This causes dispersive broadening of single-electronwave packets
during acceleration and propagation [32]. After awave packet compressor [22–24], the achievable pulse
duration is directly affected by the time-bandwidth product before the compressor [31]; aminimized
longitudinal emittance is therefore essential for ultimate pulse durations in the few-femtosecond andmaybe
attosecond regimes [4]. Also, the initial electron beam typically shows significantlymore transversemomentum
than the generating laser pulses. This causes the electron beam to diverge and reduces the ratio of transverse
coherence to beamdiameter at the diffraction target, limiting the ability to resolve the larger unit cells of
complexmaterials [29].

Amain reason for these two types of phase space broadening during photoemission ismismatch between the
laser’s photon energy and the cathodematerial’s work function [21] in combinationwith imperfections of the
emittermaterial. In a simplified picture, the laser photons are absorbed in themetal and produce charge carriers
that travel towards the surface. This, however, involves dephasing and scattering from impurities [33, 34],
homogenizing the electron energy spectrum and directions over all available phase space. Ejection into free
space occurs for such carriers, or parts of their wave function, that have enough energy exceeding thematerial’s
work function. In the single-electron regime, the emittedwave packet hence covers all the energetically available
phase space continuously [21]; simply speaking, the laser’s temporal and spatial coherence are lost in the
photoemission process. The lower the difference betweenwork function and photon energy, the lower is the
increase of emittancewhen converting photons to electrons using photoemission from realisticmetal surfaces.

In summary, there are three conditions for optimizing a photoemission-based femtosecond single-electron
source. First, the photon energy should be close to thework function for avoiding excess bandwidth [21].
Second, the photoemission time, i.e. laser pulsewidth, should be optimized as a compromise between shortest
duration and smallest bandwidth, using Fourier-limited optical pulses [21, 22]. Third, the area and angular
spread of the photoemission process should beminimized formaximizing transverse coherence [29].

3. Two-photon photoemission

These three conditions are difficult to realize in an experiment. First, production of ultrashort andwavelength-
tunable laser pulses is challenging in the ultraviolet [35–37], especially for high repetition rates in the hundreds
of kHz regime. Second,minimizing the duration of photoemission requires chirp compensation at the location
of the photocathode, i.e. in a vacuumenvironment, where optical pulsemetrology is difficult. Characterizing the
electron pulses themselves using laser-based streaking [32] or ponderomotive scattering [38, 39] is not routinely
applicable inmany laboratories. Third,minimizing the emission area toμm-sized diameters [27] is also difficult,
because time-consumingwaist scanswith awell-alignedmagnetic lens system [40] are required for a precise
determination [29].

These practical difficulties with conventional photoemission sourcesmotivated the present research and
application of a two-photon process for electron emission. Such an approachwas brieflymentioned earlier
[2, 27, 41, 42], but neither details were given norwere tunable pulses applied. The expected advantage of two-
photon photoemission is a second-order scaling between electron generation efficiency and the optical peak
intensity at the photocathodematerial. The shorter the duration and the smaller the focus, the larger an electron
current ismeasured. This simple relation should allow finding the optimumemission conditions easily in the
experiment, without resorting to temporal electron pulse characterization orwaists scans.

These questions remain: what optical intensity and pulse energy is required?How to generate the optical
pulses at tunable photon energies? Are there thermal contributions to the electron current?How stable is the
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current over themany hours required for a pump–probe single-electron diffraction study [27]? Is the transverse
coherence comparable to conventionally generated beams [29]?What is the relation between photon excess
energy and beam emittance? Andfinally, is two-photon photoemission a practical approach for pump–probe
single-electron diffraction of reversible condensed-matter dynamics? The present letter aims at answering these
questions.

4. Experimental setup—tunable visible noncollinear optical parametric amplifier
(NOPA) pulses and electron beammetrology

The experimental setup consists of a picosecond laser source, a frequency conversion unit, an electron source
and a diffraction beamlinewith single-electron area detector. The picosecond laser is a regenerative Yb:YAG
thin-disk amplifier producing 330 μJ pulses at a central wavelength of 1030 nm [43], delivering 0.8 ps pulses at
optimized conditions [43] and 1.0 ps in the present experiments. The laser’s repetition rate is tunable between
50–400 kHz andwas set to 100 kHz, appropriate for pump–probe single-electron diffraction [27]. The
photocathode is a 20 nmgold layer on a sapphire substrate. Gold’s work function at such conditions is about
4.3 eV [21], corresponding to an optical wavelength of 290 nm.Hence, for two-photon photoemission, we need
optical pulses that are tunable in the visible spectral range around and below 580 nm. For generating these
pulses, we apply aNOPAbased on an earlier design [44], but specifically optimized for pumpingwith the
picosecond pulses. Awhite-light continuum is difficult to achieve with long pumppulses [45], but is here
successfully established using a 4 mmYAGcrystal pumpedwith pulse energies of about 7 μJ, focused using an
f= 80 mm lens. Similar to earlier results [46], the continuum smoothly covers the range 480–950 nmandmakes
an ideal seed light for theNOPAprocess in a 2 mm thick type-I BBO crystal at 37°. The pumppulses at 344 nm
are derived from the thin-disk laser by frequency-tripling in a sequence of two group-velocity-compensating
BBO crystals [44], a 0.8 mm thick type-I crystal at 23.5° for second harmonic generation followed by a 1.5 mm
thick type-II crystal at 62.8° for sum-frequencymixing. Pulses are compressed using a double-pass through two
fused-silica prismswith a 68.7° apex angle at a separation of∼65 cm. A dispersion-free autocorrelator [47] is
applied for pulse characterization.

In this ps-drivenNOPA, the ultraviolet pumppulses at 344 nmhave a duration only slightly shorter than the
fundamental pulses from the thin-disk laser, about 0.6–1 ps. Therefore, amplification of the chirpedwhite-light
is extremely broadband; spectra with Fourier limits down to 5.3 fs could be directly generatedwith a pulse
energy of up to 1 μJ. This represents a factor of 150 in potential shortening of the ps-pulses from the high-power
Yb:YAGdisk laser. The particular spectrumused for photoemission experiments is shown infigure 1(a) and has
a Fourier limit of 7 fs. In order to produce longer and tunable pulses for electron emission, some narrower parts
of this spectrum are selected in the Fourier domain. To this end, theNOPAbeam is focused through the two
compressor prisms onto the endmirror, where an adjustable slit is located forfiltering the spectrum; see
figure 1(c). This selects wavelength-tunable pulses of adjustable bandwidthwith energies of several nJ.
Figure 1(b) shows the series of spectra applied for photoemission, continuously covering the spectral range of
505–580 nmat photon energies of 2.1–2.5 eV. The slit width is chosen to select a spectral width corresponding to

Figure 1.Performance of ourNOPA systemdriven by picosecond pulses from anYb:YAGdisk laser. (a) Broadband output spectrum.
(b) Tunable spectrawith Fourier limits of∼40 fs for tunable photoemission studies. (c) Slit arrangement for spectral filtering in the
Fourier domain.
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a Fourier limit of∼40 fs. The effective duration of the cathode’s two-photon emission process is 2 times
shorter, about 30 fs. This is close to the optimum for generating shortest electron pulses assuming high-field
electrostatic acceleration (10 kVmm−1) [21]. Slight adjustment of the prism compressor for each selected
wavelength is sufficient to compensate theNOPAoutput’s higher-order dispersion.

For electron generation, the optical beam is expanded to a full-width-at-half-maximumdiameter of∼8 mm
and sent into the electron source’s vacuumchamber through a 3 mm thick fused-silica window. A f= 35 mm
lenswithin the vacuum environment focuses the beamonto the photocathode, a 20 nmgold layer on the far side
of a 1 mm thick sapphire substrate. The electrons are accelerated to 70 keVwith an electrostatic field of
∼2.8 kVmm−1. The electron beampasses through an anode holewith a diameter of 8 mm.At a distance of
1.42 m, a phosphor screen and camera are used to record the electron beam for each optical central wavelength.

5. Results—quadratic emission increase and two-photon cross-section

Wefirst show results on two-photon photoemission using sub-ps pulses at 515 nmproduced directly via
second-harmonic-generation at 50 kHz, and report on ourfindings with the tunableNOPApulses at 100 kHz
later. Figure 2(a) shows the number of emitted electrons per optical pulse in dependence on the applied peak
intensity. The latter is estimated from the optical pulse duration, incident power, repetition rate, focus size and
Fresnel losses of the lens and cathode substrate within the vacuumchamber. As expected, there is a quadratic
dependence of the electron yield with pulse intensity. Less than 1 nJ of incident optical pulse energy is well
sufficient for emittingmore than one electron per pulse. Thermal effects at the photocathode are therefore
negligible; this is also evident from the quadratic dependence infigure 2(a). The effective radius of the electron-
emitting area is determined by knife-edge scans of themagnetically focused electron beam and bywaist scans
[29]; we obtain a full-width-at-half-maximumof∼8.5 μmor∼3.6 μmrms, the commondefinition in ultrafast
electron optics [48]. Thismeasurement is resolution-limited and the reported value is therefore an upper limit.

6. Results—stability

After about one hour of conditioning, the long-termdegradation of the source is less than 1%per hour. On
shorter time scales, some fluctuations originate from the thin-disk laser’s output noise. Figure 2(b) shows the
correlation between the optical power at 1030 nmand the electron yield taken every ten seconds over a two-hour
period. The correlation coefficient is∼4, as expected from the effectively fourth-order nonlinear conversion
process (unsaturated second-harmonic generation followed by two-photon photoemission). Interestingly,
when removing this correlation numerically by dividing the electron yield by the fourth power of themeasured
optical power, there remains a residual, laser-independent noise of the electron source of 1.3% rms (see
figure 2(c)). This is a consequence of shot noise. An average of 0.13 electronswere generated per pulse at a
50 kHz repetition rate and imageswere integrated for one second; hence there are 6500 electrons per image.
Assuming that the electron emission follows Poisson statistics, the shot noise is about  ≈ 6500 /6500 1.2%.

Figure 2.Two-photon photoemission at 515 nmand its stability. (a)Number of electrons per pulse obtainedwith varying laser pulse
energy and estimated peak intensity incident on the gold layer. The clear quadratic dependence (dashed) demonstrates that two-
photon photoemission is the predominant process. (b) Correlation between electron yield and fundamental laser power. The fourth-
order correlation is expected from the sequence of two second-order processes, second-harmonic generation in BBO followed by two-
photon photoemission at the gold layer. (c) The residual noise is uncorrelated, 1.3% rms, and limited by shot noise.
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This is very close to themeasured value.We conclude that our two-photon-driven electron source operates close
to the quantum-limited regime of stability when numerically compensating for themeasurable slow drifts of the
laser power.

7. Results—emittance and pulse duration

Wenext report the results with tunableNOPApulses, aiming for a decrease of emittance when approaching half
of thework function. To this endwemeasured the direct, unfocused electron beam radius as a function of the
photoemission pumpwavelength. Using the tunable pulses offigure 1(b), we obtain the beam results shown in
figure 3(b), left scale. Immediately evident is a clear shrinkage of the beam sizewith decreasing photon energy,
demonstrating a reduction of emittancewhen less excess energy is available. The second finding is kind of a
thresholdwhen approaching thework function; no beam smaller than∼1.8 mm radius could be generatedwith
our system.

Beforewe discuss these results, we deduce from themeasured beam radius ′′y on the screen the
photocathode’s transversemomentum spread and emittance.We consider a non-relativistic approximation and
the geometry depicted infigure 3(a). The optical focus size (a few μm) is negligible compared to the beam radius
at the screen,millimeters. An electron emittedwith a transverse velocity component ⊥v moves along a parabolic
trajectory in the cathode-anode region (L )acc and later along a linear trajectory in the drift region (L ).drift The
anode hole has a defocusing effect on the electron beam that can be approximatedwith a focal length of

≈ −f L4 acc [32]. In our experiment,  ≈ L 25 mm,acc Eacc ≈ 2.8 kVmm−1 and  ≈ L 1.42 m.drift The forward
velocity after acceleration is  ≈ v 0.470 c.

Let us calculate the relation between initial transverse velocity ⊥v and the point of incidence ″y at the screen
in a non-relativistic approximation. In the cathode-anode region, the acceleration is eE m/ .eacc The time tacc that

an electron spends in the anode-cathode region is ≈t m L eE2 /( ) ,eacc acc
2

acc about 300 ps in our experiment. The
small variations of tacc that are caused by the initial distribution of forward velocities amount to less than one

picosecond and are therefore neglected. After t ,acc the position ′y of the electron at the anode plane is ≈′
⊥y v t .acc

The anode hole’s defocusing effect ( ≈ −f L4 )acc and the further beampropagation over a distanceLdrift can be
described by ray transfermatrices. At the screen, the final position ″y and the transverse velocity ⊥′′v are given by
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Figure 3.Experimental geometry and results onwavelength-dependent electron beamdivergence. (a) Tunable femtosecond pulses
from theNOPA (green) impinge on a gold photocathode (yellow). Electrons are generated by two-photon photoemission and
accelerated in an electrostatic fieldEacc. After an anode producing a defocusing lens (gray), the beam expands towards a screen. (b)
Measured electron beam size and corresponding initial transverse velocity spread in dependence on the excitationwavelength and
photon energy. A clear decrease towards half of thework function (dashed) indicates the superior electron beamquality obtainable
with tunableNOPApulses and two-photon photoemission.
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Inserting the basic quantities of the experimental geometry, we obtain
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This describes a linear relation between an electron’s incidence point on the screen ( ″y ) and its original
transverse velocity after photoemission ( ⊥v ).Therefore, in terms of distributions, themeasured radial beam
profile at the screen reveals the distribution of transverse velocities at the photocathode. Ameasured radius of
the beam is hence directly converted to the spread of transverse velocity at the electron emitter. The results are
shown infigure 3(b)with the right-hand scale.

These results, including trend and order-of-magnitude, compare very favorably to the one-photon data of
Aidelsburger and co-workers [21]. For a photon energy close to thework function, or here half of thework
function, emittance is reduced: shorter,more coherent and less spatiotemporally distorted electron pulses are
produced. Assuming that the longitudinal velocity spread is similar to the transverse one [21], i.e. a half-
spherical initial shape of the initial phase space, sub-100 fs pulses are achievable with 10 kVmm−1 electrostatic
acceleration [21]without requiringmicrowave compression [22] and advanced synchronization [28].More
importantly, if single-electron pulse compression is appliedwith time-dependentmicrowave fields [22], any
smaller phase space volume in the time/energy domain before compression either implies an improved
monochromaticity or shorter pulses at target [22].

Transverse emittance determines the ability of electron diffraction to resolve atomicmotionwithin complex
unit cells, because only such atoms canmutually interfere that are not separated by significantlymore than one
coherence length. Nano-scale needle emitters are ideal in that aspect, but suffer from spatiotemporal
correlations in the beamprofile [50, 51]making pulse compression difficult. It is possible to apply apertures to
dense electron pulses for improving coherence, but this implies space charge effects before the aperture that in
part irreversibly reduce the ability for temporal compression.Our two-photon source’s transverse normalized
emittance isε σ=⊥

−
⊥ ⊥c v1 withσ⊥ and ⊥v as rms values [48]. Assuming that theNOPApulses at the optimum

wavelength of 570 nmare focusable down to a full width of 5 μm(∼4 μm1/e2-radius or∼2.1 μm rms) at the gold
layer, similar towhat is achievable with 400 nmpulses [27], we expect an effective source size of∼1.5 μmrms
and an emittance ofε  ≈ ⊥ 0.6 nm.This is as good as our recently reported one-photon-driven ultrafast single-
electron source [27]with coherences exceeding biomolecular dimensions [29], but herewithout any difficulties
in reaching these values experimentally, namelywithout repetitive waist scans or electron pulsemetrology.
There are no significant spatiotemporal distortions or space-charge-induced emittance increases, hencewe
expect compressibility of the electron pulses to the few-femtosecond, potentially attosecond regime of
duration [22, 31].

Intriguing to us is the apparent threshold of transverse velocity spreadwhen approaching half of thework
function. Themeasured 120 km s−1 rms corresponds to an energy bandwidth of 0.04 eV. This residual spread
and thresholdmight potentially originate from an inhomogeneous distribution of effective work functions,
contributions by gold’s Fermi velocity, surface roughnesses, inhomogeneous distributions of initial acceleration
trajectories, or from the femtosecond emission duration via the uncertainty relation. Further theoretical
considerations are required here [49]. The optical pulse energy of∼0.3 nJ required for emitting one electron per
pulse (see figure 2(a)) corresponds to∼8 × 108 photons. About half of these are absorbed in gold and produce in
the excited volume a density of hot charge carriers of∼1021 cm−3; this is significant as compared to themetal’s
basic charge density. Nevertheless, our results show that the corresponding screening and scattering processes
during femtosecond photoemission are insignificant for the emittance and energy distribution of two-photon
emitted single electrons.

8. Conclusions

In conclusion, an optimizedNOPAproduces energetic pulses with a 7 fs Fourier limit evenwith picosecond-
long pump pulses.More narrowband tunable pulses are generated by limiting the spectrum in the Fourier plane
of the prism compressor. For generating femtosecond electron pulses, two-photon photoemission is found
superior to the one-photon emission process used so far in our laboratory [4]. The practical advantages are an
easy optimization of optical pulse duration and focus diameter directly at the site of electron generationwithin
the vacuum system. Temporal electron pulsemetrology andwaist scans can be avoided. In addition, the
experiment becomes significantly simpler. First, one optical frequency conversion stage is replaced by a
bandwidth-free process in situ at the photocathode. Second, the optical pulses can be longer, since the duration
of electron emission is intrinsically reduced by about 2 .Third, the effective emission area is by a factor of two
smaller than the optical focus, alleviating the need for high-qualityUVoptics within the vacuum system. Fourth,
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the direct correlation of electron yield to laser power drifts without thermal contributions or saturation effects
can effectively provide a short-term and long-term stability approaching the shot noise limit, without particular
efforts for laser stabilization.

The general results, namely that the transversemomentum spreadwith two-photon photoemission is
similar to that of single-photon emission at twice the photon energy, and that emittance decreases towards half
of thework functionwith an evident threshold, should contribute to better understanding photoemission in
general, for the benefit of awide range of applications including particle acceleration, electronmicroscopy or
quantumoptics with electrons.
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